Capturing
creative
energy
going behind the scenes
of some of London’s top
creative agencies
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Creative energy leads to doing your best work;
and it’s not about working more, or harder, it’s
about focusing on the work that truly matters.
Creative energy is inside all of us; every single
one of us, no matter who we are or what we do.
But can creative energy be defined, can it be
demonstrated, can it be inspired from within?
Our Contributors
High fives and fist-pumps to the
awe-inspiring team who came
together to collaborate on the
subject of creative energy. We
love every one of them!

At Dropbox, we’ve dared to embark on a
journey to find out, to imagine what creative
energy looks like.

→ Bruno Maag
Founder of Dalton Maag
→ Aileen Poe
Senior Graphic Designer at FITCH
→ Sammi Vaughan
Partnerships at D&AD
→ Miranda Bolter
Design Director, Superunion
→ Jennifer Jacobs
Creative Director, FutureBrand

And of course, by it’s very nature, creativity is
subjective. So what we present doesn’t come
as a fait accompli, just the collective thoughts
of some great creative minds, a team united
by Dropbox Paper, who’ve come together to
collaborate, to jam, to think.

Dropbox Creative Energy

What does
creative energy
mean to you?
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→ “I think everyone has creative energy
- but it does burn brighter in some more
than others. I find people with vibrant
creative energy are simply magnetic,
they navigate the world in a different
way and reinterpret it with more clarity,
more beauty and a sideways point of
view. It’s not just about having an idea,
but also the ability to bring it to life so
others can experience it.”
Jennifer Jacobs — Creative Director, FutureBrand

Dropbox Creative Energy
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→ “Creative energy is the spark that
ignites momentum. It’s what gets me
up and down to work, through the
mediocre and mundane. It’s the pursuit
of a job well done and a life well lived.”
Sammi Vaughan — Partnerships, D&AD

→ “Creative energy is when an idea
gains momentum and you can feel
you’re on the cusp of something great.
Everyone’s ideas feel like they are
literally bouncing around the room,
taking on new forms as people digest
them and add to them. It’s the drive to
want to create, to always be looking for
opportunities, to never feel finished.”
Aileen Poe — Senior Graphic Designer, FITCH

Dropbox Creative Energy

What does
creative
collaboration
mean to you?
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→ “Working with people who are not
in my own field of work. Be inspired by
someone else’s experiences and skills.
Take their view on board to create the
best possible outcome. Learn, teach,
share, do.”
Bruno Maag — Founder, Dalton Maag

→ “Creative collaboration brings out
the best in every discipline - to be able
to see someone else’s practice and let
it bring new life into yours in new and
unexpected ways. It’s about learning
from each other, and encouraging your
best selves through mutual enthusiasm.
Sometimes people might struggle with
confidence in their work, but creative
collaboration can remind you of how
much you have to give, and to be
humble and learn.”
Aileen Poe — Senior Graphic Designer, FITCH
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→ “The added richness that comes
from a piece of work created by more
than one individual, particularly where
different skills/mediums are brought
to play. The process and the journey
is invariably more interesting, often
unexpected, and the output always
reflects this.”
Miranda Bolter — Design Director, Superunion

Dropbox Creative Energy

Tell us how
creative energy
can be used to
solve problems
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→ “Creative energy is the initial spark.
See a problem, have many ideas of how
to solve the problem, then talk to others
about it. Creative energy is only the
5% of inspiration. 95% is perspiration,
actually putting in the hard graft to
execute the idea to benefit the relevant
audience. In order to use creative
energy most effectively, it’s important
to break down silos, to stop thinking in
a silo. It’s important to listen to those
whose opinions we may not be entirely
comfortable with and who challenge our
own beliefs.”
Bruno Maag — Founder, Dalton Maag

Dropbox Creative Energy
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→ “If empathy is at the heart of all
resolution (and I believe that it is),
then to be truly empathetic you must
first imagine yourself in the other
fella’s shoes. Only by looking at the
problem through their eyes can you
understand their perspective and have
any hope of reconciling their views with
your own and arriving at a solution.
Creative energy is what’s required to
do this successfully. Sometimes a lot of
energy!”
Sammi Vaughan — Partnerships, D&AD
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→ “Creative energy is the best way to
tackle challenges. Our pure creative
ideas are often hampered by budget,
infrastructure, or other people’s
opinions, so we are often having to
recalibrate to accommodate. It’s how
we respond that is key. Figuring out a
win/win solution is always my goal –
tick the box without losing the integrity
of the idea.”
Jennifer Jacobs — Creative Director, FutureBrand
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What colours
inspire
creativity?

“The full
rainbow.
No single colour. A vibrant
combination of many.”

Miranda Bolter — Design Director, Superunion

Dropbox Creative Energy

“Every colour inspires.
For me, black and white
is a beautiful world of
shapes and contrasts.”

Bruno Maag — Founder, Dalton Maag
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→ “My favourites are always changing.
At the moment it’s colours that don’t
ordinarily live together, light pinks
and deep olives, bright crimsons and
royal blues. I’m obsessed with interior
design so often my favourite colours
are swayed with new paint colours or
furnishings. I am also always a little
thrilled by the colour you get working
in RGB. If you can translate that
vibrancy onto products and pictures
offline, it’s electric.”
Jennifer Jacobs — Creative Director, FutureBrand

Dropbox Creative Energy

What role does
technology play
today in fuelling
creative energy
and creative
collaboration?
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→ “Technology allows for collaboration
with people from across the world, even
across traditional language barriers. So
it widens the opportunities for the kinds
of people you can collaborate with, in
terms of skills, experiences, cultural
backgrounds. It also allows people to
widen their sphere of influence. There
are more and more capabilities and
software that create variety in ways
work can be made and channels it can
be shared through.
With technology changing at such
a fast pace, it fosters a culture of
experimentation in creative work
which is exciting. And as experimental
work increases, technology develops
in response. So the two are
inextricably linked.”
Miranda Bolter — Design Director, Superunion

Dropbox Creative Energy

→ “Technology is a facilitator once
ground rules of communication are
established. Unfortunately, there is no
substitute for direct human interaction,
for being with people in the same room.
It’s those interactions that provide the
initial spark for creative energy. Once
that spark is lit, technology can assist in
rapidly developing an idea to concept,
and then on to product.”
Bruno Maag — Founder, Dalton Maag

→ “For me, I like that you only need
a pair of shoes to go for a run – it’s
the same for an idea, all you need is a
pencil. I enjoy the simplicity of that –
starting the creative process in a totally
analogue way. That said, there are such
amazing tools for sharing work, working
more flexibly and seamlessly with
different people - regardless of where
you are in the world. It has enabled
me to have greater freedom and use my
time more purposefully, be more fluid
with my work. But for me that’s it –
tech should be tools and enablers,
not crutches.”
Jennifer Jacobs — Creative Director, FutureBrand
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Dropbox Creative Energy

What real-life
example of creative
collaboration
can you share,
that’s resulted in
something truly
remarkable.
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→ “When we designed Nokia Pure, a
typeface for Nokia, we designed for
19 different writing systems. Without
collaboration it would have been
impossible to create such a high quality
font suite. Experts from different
cultures and fields added their skills and
knowledge to help us shape letterforms
that are truly wonderful and accepted
around the world.”
Bruno Maag — Founder, Dalton Maag

Dropbox Creative Energy
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→ “Our studio has a long history of
working with Adidas Football, and this
year for the new football boot launch
that coincided with the World Cup we
managed to create the brand’s first ever
AR experience for their consumers in
store. It was something Fitch had never
done before for a client, but with a lot of
hard work from the creative and digital
teams we were able to deliver a more
powerful and engaging story for the
consumers around a product.”
Aileen Poe — Senior Graphic Designer, FITCH

→ “Bjork’s ‘Who Is It’ from her
album Medúlla - she recorded it in
collaboration with beatboxer Rahzel and
Canadian throat-singer Tanya Tagaq. It’s
entirely acapella and still gives me chills
every time I listen to it. It’s immaculate.”
Jennifer Jacobs — Creative Director, FutureBrand

When you find
your creative
energy and
unleash it,
you…

“…just want to do
more of it.”
Bruno Maag

“…feel more
accomplished, more
confident, more
ambitious.”
Aileen Poe

“…find your purpose.”
Sammi Vaughan

“…feel invincible. You
can do anything.”
Miranda Bolter

Unleash Your
creative energy
With Dropbox
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Design With Speed
And Simplicity.

→ Keep Everyone On The Same Page
Manage and share your most innovative
work securely with clients, partners
and agencies, whatever the file size or
format.
→ Preview Files Easily
Whether its Photoshop, Illustrator,
PostScript, SVG or Sketch, you can send
previews in full resolution viewable in
a browser, the recipient doesn’t even
need a Dropbox account.
→ S
 pend Less Time Coordinating And
More Time Creating

—S
 ync large files,
faster
—G
 row bigger,
brighter ideas
— Simplify
feedback

“Not only does our internal
creative team work in Dropbox
Paper, but we invite clients into
the document so they can be
part of the creative process;
feeding back on visuals and
interacting with us instantly.”
Stephen Wu, Co-Founder of R&W Media
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Dropbox Paper: Your
Team’s Collaborative
Workspace. Let Paper
do your busywork.
→ Create Better Together
Take the pain out of collaboration. You and your team
can edit docs in real time, easily review and approve
work, and even manage projects right where you’re
working.
→ Display (And Play) Just About Anything
Drop a link - to a YouTube video, GIF, Pinterest board,
Soundcloud clip or more - and Paper knows exactly
what to do with it.
→ Work With Your Favourite Tools
When you embed an Invision, Sketch or Dropbox file it
will be previewed correctly. Paper works the way you
do - so you can keep working.

→ Capture Inspiration On Your Phone Or Tablet
With Paper’s iOS and Android apps, you can jot
down ideas, grab a photo or give feedback on work
whenever the spirit moves you.
→ Well-Designed, By Design
Paper’s smart formatting and simple, clean design
mean you can create beautiful work without spending
hours on it.

Dropbox Showcase:
Show Your Best Work In
The Best Light.
→ Make Your Mark
Make sure your work represents you well. Add your
branding to the files you share so everything feels
professionally packaged and uniquely you.
→ Tell A Story With Your Work
Do more than share files - guide people through your
work. Use visual previews, customised layouts and
informative captions so they see the right content
with the right context in the right order.
→ Get a Pulse
Keep track of who views, downloads and comments
on the work you share - so you can be better
prepared when you follow up.
→ Make Clients Happy
Showcase gives you a more fluid workflow that helps
build client relationships. Because, when they see
your vision the way you see your vision, extraordinary
things can happen.

→ Unleash your
creative energy with
Dropbox Business

